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Abstract: The choice of landscape design style is directly envy of the features of the site itself. Its configuration, dimensions and environment must be taken into account. Moreover, it is necessary to take into account the architectural style of the house itself and the structures on the territory. It is very important that everything looks harmonious.
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When working on a project, a landscape designer takes into account several aspects at once: the features of the site, the buildings located on it and the client's requests. The professional vision of the designer allows you to combine all these factors. In this material, we will talk about the key styles of landscape design - from historical to modern.

Regular style. It appeared in France in the 17th century, which is why it is also called French. A regular style in landscape design arose when vast park and garden areas were designed at palaces. This style is distinguished by geometrically correct shapes, clear symmetry, subordinate to the general idea of the project, and a large area. This style is distinguished by geometrically correct shapes, clear symmetry, subordinate to the general idea of the project, and a large area.

English style. The traditional English or landscape gardening style has its roots in British culture. The main task of the English style is to imitate the natural landscape. The style is characterized by asymmetry, also the main features of this manner are vertical gardening, a neat lawn, the absence of strict geometry, winding paths, benches made of natural materials, tall and shady trees. A small pond with aquatic plants and weeping willow is desirable. The style does not imply straight lines and outlines, curly trimmed trees and symmetrical paths. His task is to preserve the naturalness of landings. Style dictates the selection of plants that grow well without direct sunlight. These are bright primroses, roses of different shades, violets, forget-me-nots, rosemary, verbena.
Country. It is also a classical style of landscape design (one of the freest) and originated in Western Europe and the USA. A rustic-style plot is meant to remind you of the simple joys of life outside the city - it is far from luxury, but at the same time cozy. The basis of the landscape may be a natural lawn with rocky, moss-covered paths and winding paths. In flower beds, unpretentious plants with bright colors are used: sunflowers, delphiniums, bluebells, asters, hydrangeas, lupins. The fruits of trees, shrubs and even vegetables become the focus of the design. Various elements of rural life are used as decor: a flower garden, laid out on a wooden cart, a fence decorated with clay pots, benches, watering cans, garden figurines depicting domestic animals.

Provence. This style is also based on simplicity and comfort, but with a sophisticated French aesthetic. Such a landscape should be conducive to unhurried relaxation and enjoyment of
nature. Even in a small area with uneven terrain, you can create an idyllic picture in the Provence style. Such a design is usually simple and does not provide for a complex layout: no intricate paths, carefully combined flower beds. The landscape is richly decorated with plants blooming in white, purple, lavender. Previously, this design used exactly those species that grow in French Provence: lavender, geranium, roses, ivy, grapes. The territory is decorated with stone grottoes, partitions, old or artificially aged arches, gazebos, wooden or wrought iron benches, to which paved paths lead. You can complement the landscape with an artificial reservoir, fountain or pool. Provencal style can be attributed to works of art. Here, all objects have meaning and carry an artistic load. Clay pots of spices, a wooden bench in a corner of the garden under a shady peach tree, a cracked ceramic mug make a great napkin holder, and an old round table is a great place to dine. Light openwork metal furniture with a touch of antiquity is perfect. The beautiful curves and frilly patterns of the chairs and table are perfect for the garden.

Scandinavian style. The plot, decorated in the Scandinavian style, looks like an area where fabulous gnomes live. Everything looks natural and relaxed, but at the same time well-groomed. Love for nature is visible in everything, which comes to life only for a short summer, after which it falls asleep again under a snow cover. This style in our country is still gaining popularity. Professionals attribute the Scandinavian style in landscape design to classical fundamentalism. It was formed in harsh conditions - two-thirds of the year is winter, depleted soil, a lot of snow and stone, little sun. But this does not prevent him from remaining plastic, multifaceted and alive. Another striking difference between the Scandinavian style is compactness: a small area (rarely more than 5-10 acres) is combined with aesthetics and emphasized grooming. It harmoniously accommodates small artificial reservoirs, garden decor, original benches, group plantings of low-growing conifers, green lawns, stone-lined paths, fenced flower beds and flower beds, neat wooden and carefully trimmed low hedges. Landscapes in the Scandinavian style reflect the features of northern nature, they are devoid of pretentiousness - this is a strict, minimalistic beauty. Such projects are based on coniferous trees, stones, simple, natural compositions. Even a small area is suitable for the implementation of the project. The paths on the site are laid out of stone, pebbles; a popular idea is to make steps out of large flat stones. Northern plants complete the image: coniferous and dwarf trees, flower beds of perennials, cereals.
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